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3/2/2015

SUBJECT:
ENGLISH
TEN OVER TEN REVISION EXAMINATIONS
For questions 1 and 2, choose the best determiner to complete the
following sentences
1. Uncle Sam bought __ ewer and __ goats yesterday.
A> a, a few
B> a, few
C> an, few
D> an, a few
2. We do not have __ work now.
A> Any
B> Some
C> No
D> A lot of
Choose the correctly punctuated sentence in question 3 and 4
3.
A> “Good morning?” said Mr. Maina.
B> Lets have a look
C> As soon as the teams arrived, the matches began
D> Mother bought, onions, tomatoes, and oranges
4.
A> I saw a well dressed woman
B> Ladies’ clothes are very cheap
C> He learnt a lesson, didn’t he!
D> Monday is my best day
For question 5 and 6, choose the alternatives that best completes the
statement given
5. If I ate enough food,
A> I would get satisfied
B> I would have got satisfied
C> I will get satisfied
D> I could get satisfied
6. Omar is such a careless boy,
A> For anybody to like
B> To like
C> But people like him
D> That nobody likes him
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For question 7 to 9 select the alternatives that means the same as the
underlined expression.
7. It took Mueni long to get over her mother’s death
A> Overcome
B> Forget
C> Recover from
D> accept
8. Presents were given by the guest
A> The guest gives presents
B> Presents are given by guests
C> The guest gave presents
D> The guests were given presents
9. Were it not for the hunter, I would have drowned
A> I was rescued by the hunter
B> I drowned because of the hunter
C> I would have drowned were it for the hunter
D> I did not drown because of the hunter
Add a suitable answer to the question tag
10. I am a pupil, aren’t I? ___
A> No, I am
B> Yes, I aren’t
C> No, I am not.
D> Yes, I am
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